
LED BLINDER WHITELED BLINDER WHITE

:: Product Description

 
* No more expensive, halogen lamps with extremely short lifetime: this powerful LED Blinder is the future! 
* Equipped with 40 high power 1Watt LEDs, distributed over 10 independent clusters 
* Each LED-cluster is fully controllable by DMX for endless possibilities! 
* Different preprogrammed shows: random, audio controlled, falling star, line chases, fading effects, 10x10 matrix programs (for

10units), ... 
* Different operation modes:  

* DMX 1ch: 1fader for combined dimmer, sound active, strobe and full-on function on all clusters. 
* DMX 2ch: dimmer + different strobe functions on all clusters. 
* DMX 4MSL: DMX master/slave: choose from a selection of internal chases + chase/strobe speed & dim 
* DMX 10ch: dimmer control for individual clusters 
* DMX 12ch: dimmer control for individual clusters + master strobe function + master dimmer   

* Standalone with optional hand controller 
* Perfect for use in TV-studios thanks to the 400Hz dimmer electronics! 
* Very narrow 15° beam angle for very focused beams 
* Very low power consumption, only 57W at full output (money saving!) 
* Heavy duty bracket: can be used as floor stand and easy truss mounting 
* An optional "matrix-bracket" can be used to mount 10 units in a 10x10 matrix 
* Easy software updates via special software upgrade unit 
* Alphanumeric LCD-display for easy menu navigation 
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:: Technical Information

 
* Mains Input: AC 100 ~ 240V, 50/60Hz 
* Power consumption: 57 Watt max. 
* Power daisy chaining qty: +/- 10 units 
* Fuse: 250V 6,3A slow blow (20mm glass) 
* Sound Control: Internal microphone 
* DMX connections: 3pin + 5pin XLR male / female 
* DMX channels used: 1+2+10+12channels + special 4MSL 
* Lamp: 40pcs 1W LEDs (10clusters, each with 4pcs 1W LEDs) 
* Size: 964 x 170 x 152 mm 
* Weight: 7,2kg 
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